
“Valentine from Edyta” table runner using Laundry Basket Quilt’s         

Strawberries & Cream line of fabric. An easy just add borders pattern that 

can be used with many different fabrics! Kits and patterns available! 

“Log Cabin Heart” table runner kits now available!  

Pick up this easy kit with strips all ready cut to size.  

Included in the pattern is also a heart pillow and wall hanging. 



St Patrick’s Coffee Break 

This fun table runner pattern, from Villa Rosa Designs, is 

made quickly with 5 inch charm squares and yardage. 

Happy Charming Keys 

We adapted this Missouri Star table runner to use the panel and coordinates 

Happiness Blooms. Magazine included in the kit! 



Amish with a Twist V 

Kits, patterns, and Marcus 

Centennial Solids are in 

stock! 

Looking to Easter: 

Kit & Caboodle Easter 

basket and bunny 

gnome mug rug kits 

are precut, making 

them quick and easy to 

finish! 

Vintage Farm Life 

prints from Robert Kaufman 

fabrics remind us of a time 

not long ago where every 

farm had several types of   

animals about. 



Enchantment by Stephanie Ryan of Wilmington Prints 

Soft watercolors enhance inspiration sayings in this panel and its coordinates. 

Whale Song from Northcott 

brings the look of alcohol inks 

into the main stream. This line 

includes an edge to edge    

ombre, going from green to 

blue, as shown below. 



Luminous Love from Hoffman Fabrics is a beautiful peek of Summer.  

Choose some coordinating fabric to make a lovely quilt! 

Star Maps by Robert Kaufman  

Focal or supporting fabric, these two 

fabrics will add glitter to any project! 

Frolic from Windham Fabrics 

Add a third color for a fun 3 yard 

quilt for baby or child. 



Good Vibes from Hoffman Fabrics 

Does anyone else see Easter eggs in this fabric? Maybe butterfly wings? 

Silver on Charcoal has arrived to join  

our collection of Hoffman Fabric’s Luxe  



The latest edition of Missouri Star’s 

Block magazine is now available! 

“La Tuilerie” from Moda’s  

French  General is back in stock! 

Interested in trying a Shape Cut  

Slotted Ruler? We ordered this one 

in for a customer but it was the 

wrong size! It’s 30% off to move it! 



Upcoming Events 

Visit downtown 

Kalona businesses 

for great specials, 

prizes, and treats! 

Stop by Stitch N 

Sew and snag a 

free fat quarter! 



Upcoming Events 


